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Vietnamese first names and meanings

Vietnamese girl names with meanings Vietnamese boy names with meanings Naming your child is the first gift you give to your little one. Traditionally, the names of children in Vietnam consist of three parts: a family name, a middle name, and a first name, and they are used in this order. As the surnames
in Vietnam are quite common, children are usually mentioned by their middle name or first name. Vietnamese baby names make sense and are often chosen for the traits and characteristics that parents hope their children would adopt as they grow up. Since the Vietnamese language is tonal, the spelling
of these names may be the same, but the tone can be completely different. Here's some up-to-date information about names that are on-trend and can be chosen for your little one. Vietnamese baby girl names often embody beauty. They can refer to mythical creatures, attributes of nature, such as birds,
flowers, rivers, or precious objects. Often two names are combined for a special meaning. Thus, they are positive and meaningful, while ushering in happiness for children's lives. This name has Chinese, Spanish and Vietnamese origins. Pronounced un, it means 'peace' and 'security'. Ai is derived from
Chinese and is an ancient Vietnamese name. Pronounced as an eye, it means sentimental love. Pronounced beh, Be means 'pop,' which is the perfect choice for your little girl. Derived from Chinese-Vietnamese origin, this name indicates the gemstone 'jade' or the color 'bluish-green'. Binh has Australian
and Vietnamese roots, and it means quiet and section. 6. Ca This North Vietnamese name refers to the 'first' or 'oldest' child. Chau is a unisex Chinese-Vietnamese name that means 'pearl' or 'gem'. 8. Chi It is derived from African, Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese origin. This common name means
'tree branch' or 'twig'. Girls from Christian families of Vietnam usually have this name. Pronounced as D-AYEHN, it refers to 'a charming and graceful person'. This Vietnamese name means beautiful. Dep is the ideal choice for your beautiful daughter, who is the apple of your eye. This Chinese-
Vietnamese name means 'love for nature' or 'leaf'. 12. Gia This Vietnamese name is a variant of Giah, Gya, or Gyah, and means 'excellent'. Hai, pronounced HH-AY, is a Chinese-Vietnamese name that means 'sea' or 'ocean'. 14. Hang this Vietnamese name means 'angel in the full moon'. This common
name of Vietnamese, Japanese and Chinese origin means 'faithful' or 'moral'. Pronounced Kie-u, this Vietnamese name means 'graceful', 'beautiful', or 'beloved'. Lan is a common name in Australia, China and Vietnam. It means orchid. 18. Lanh This name is common in Vietnam Australia. Lanh means
happy, good, or soft. This common name of Chinese and Vietnamese origin means flower. 20. Mai This Chinese-Vietnamese name means 'apricot', 'plum', 'tomorrow' or 'future'. This Chinese-Vietnamese name means 'long life', 'to shine', or 'the sun'. This rare Vietnamese name means moon. This
common Vietnamese name means 'orientation', 'direction', or 'phoenix'. 24. Ping This Chinese-Vietnamese name means 'peaceful'. This Vietnamese name has an irrigated spelling, and it means a kind of bird. 26. Quy This name of Vietnamese origin means cherished or precious. This unisex name of
Vietnamese origin means 'of the nobility' or 'belonging to a higher class'. 28. Suong This rare Vietnamese and Australian name means 'mist', 'mist' or 'mist'. This common Chinese-Vietnamese name means 'poem' or 'verse'. 30. Thanh This common Vietnamese name means 'bright', 'sunny', 'a sound that
pleases the ear'. This common Vietnamese name means 'angel', 'line', or 'ray'. 32. This name means 'cloud'. Often used in Dutch, Greek, Vietnamese and Scandanavian languages, this name is quite popular all over the world. Derived from Chinese-Vietnamese, this unisex name means 'glory', 'golf'.
Pronounced Vynn, it's a beautiful name for your little girl. Taken from Chinese-Vietnamese word, this name is pronounced as 'shwen' or 'soon'. Xuan means 'spring' and has nicknames like Xuan-Xuan. This common name of Thai and Vietnamese origin means 'peace' or 'serene'. Vietnamese Boy Names
with meanings Typical Vietnamese baby boy names are an abstract name that represents a personal quality. Here are some examples of Vietnamese names for boys with their meanings that are stylish, unique and define a child's individuality. An refers to the one who is merciful by nature. Pronounced
un, it is derived from Chinese and means 'peace or silence'. 2. Anh Dung This simple name means 'heroism' and 'strength' and represents a boy who possesses a brave character. In Vietnamese, Bach is the 'name of a mountain tree'. This name also has Jew roots, and it refers to 'someone who lives by
the stream' because the word bach means flow in German. This name of Vietnamese origin means 'protection' or 'safety'. Another origin of this name is Chinese, and it means 'treasure' and 'praise' in Chinese. 5. Cuong Pronounced as Kwaong, this Vietnamese name means 'flowering' and 'healthy'. 6. Chi
This name means 'branch' or 'man with a purpose' in the Vietnamese language, and it means 'pond' in the Chinese language. This popular name has its sources in both Asian and Indo-European languages, and it means 'valuable' and 'prestige'. 8. Manure manure is a Vietnamese name that means
'brave'. 9. Gia This stylish name family. This unusual name for boys boys different spellings such as Giah, Gya or Gyah. Gian comes from Hebrew and means 'gift from God'. Pronounced 'Yaahng', in the south and 'Zaahng' in the North, this name is very popular among Vietnamese parents. 11. Hien
Derived from a Vietnamese origin, this name belonged to Emperor Le Hien Tong, and it means 'quiet', 'friendly', and 'soft'. 12. Hung This name with Vietnamese and Chinese origin means 'hero' in the Vietnamese language and 'great' in Chinese. It is also common in English speaking countries.
Originating from Vietnam, the unisex name Khuyen means 'to give advice'. 14. Khanh This unisex name of Turkish and Arabic origin is a variant of Khanh or Khann, and means 'prince'. It also means 'looks like a precious stone'. 15. Lahn This name of Vietnamese origin means 'smart' and 'fast'. This
Vietnamese name means 'independent'. 17. This unisex Vietnamese name is derived from the Chinese surname Li and means lion or reason. Ly Ong Trong was a legendary warrior in Vietnam. 18. Minh This unisex name of Sino-Vietnamese origin means 'a bright or a smart person'. This name of Sino-
Vietnamese origin means 'strong' and 'powerful'. 20. Nhat This rare name has a Vietnamese origin, and it means 'long life' and 'number one'. 21. Nhung This name of Vietnamese origin means 'velvet'. Oanh is in the Vietnamese language a kind of ohwahn, which means 'a kind of bird'. 23. Phong This
name means 'wind' in Vietnamese. It is an archaic word borrowed from the Cantonese Chinese word 'fung' and 'feng' in Mandarin. 24. Phung Phung means phoenix in Vietnamese. 25. Quang Pronounced as Kwahng, this name means 'bright', 'bright', or 'brilliant'. 26. Quoc This name means nation or
country. 27. Si This name of different origins comes from Swedish, Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese origin. It means different in different languages. In Vietnamese, this boy's name means being a gentleman. 28. Son This unisex name of Korean and Vietnamese origin is pronounced SAHN. It means 'soft'
in Korean and 'mountain' in the Vietnamese language. 29. Sinh This name of Vietnamese origin means birth, full of life and flourish. 30. Tai In Chinese, this name means 'enormous' while in Vietnamese it means 'talented' and 'prosperous'. 31. Tan Pronounced as 'TAH-oo', this name is of Vietnamese,
Turkish and Tswana origin. In Turkish it means 'dawn', in Tswana it means 'lion', and in Vietnamese it means 'new'. 32. Thang Thang means 'victory' and is of Vietnamese descent. 33. Vien This Vietnamese name means completion. 34. Vuong The name of this Vietnamese boy means 'prosperous' or
'developed'. 35. Xuan of Vietnamese origin, Xuan means spring and is name used for both boys and girls. Vietnamese consider names to be very sacred and a part of the soul. It is mandatory to establish a Vietnamese name when applying for Vietnamese citizenship. This extensive list of popular
Vietnamese names would certainly help parents in choosing the perfect name for their beloved child. Names hold great significance in every culture, and the Vietnamese names carry a powerful force. In the Vietnamese names some names sound like poetry; river (Giang) or ocean (Hai) or shiny jade
(Nogc Minh). They often tend to translate their names to foreigners so that they can know the meaning of their unique names. Some people also keep their names on musical instruments that hold a high cultural significance such as; Moon Lute (Nguyet Cam). Some people also keep the names of their
baby born during the American war for e.g., Linh (after Abe Lincoln), Red (for the communists), etc. Nguyen is one of the most common family names. This name is inspired by a Chinese surname and is the Vietnamese transliteration to Ruan in Mandarin and Wu in Chinese. It means a musical instrument
that was basically rooted in China; It is a stringed instrument like a small guitar that is picked. In English it is pronounced as win, it is an N sound that you shape in your throat as in sting with a silent G. It is used as both a first name and a surname. The reason why names carry such high meaning and
power is because of the old customs, and Vietnamese traditions claim that evil spirits tend to steal babies, especially the good looking ones. Therefore, parents would go to great lengths to make their children look unattractive. They would call their newborns names as ugly, or rat or even shit to trick the
evil spirits into staying away from them. The Vietnamese names usually consist of three syllables, but they can also be two or for syllables as well. The first syllable is mainly the family name or last name. Here is a list of beautiful baby names for your baby girl. Choose the best! A!
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